bluefin (see 'Bayou fleet brings bluefin blues'). Although there have been reports of bluefin being caught accidentally in the area, it has been hard for scientists to gauge the scale of the problem.
Block's team combined their location data on the bluefin in the gulf with information from the Maryland-based National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) on the movements of fishing boats. They show that the boats are dropping their lines in areas where bluefin gather.
Block hopes the tagging data will be used to set policies that will protect the fish better. "If we don't do something,bluefin stocks will collapse," she says. Block suggests dividing the Atlantic into more than two quota zones, and she wants longline fishing banned in certain parts of the Gulf of Mexico during the bluefin spawning season.
In the past, ICCAT has seemed reluctant to alter its policy, citing the need for more accurate accounts of fish movements. Scientists and conservationists alike hope that this study will fit the bill."This is a very powerful paper," says John Magnuson, an ecologist at the University of Wisconsin, Madison, who has studied bluefin stocks."New tagging methods mean that what was simply a matter of conjecture is becoming visible to us."
"It means we need to rethink bluefin management for the entire Atlantic," adds Paolo Guglielmi, a Rome-based biologist for the conservation group WWF.
The NMFS, which controls fishing practices for much of the bluefin's spawning grounds in the northern Gulf of Mexico, was a part-funder of Block's study and will use the research to revise quotas for bluefin and other migratory Atlantic fish."We are taking a fresh look," says NMFS economist Rebecca Lent. "We welcome this scientific information."
It is less clear whether ICCAT will change its policies when it sets new bluefin quotas next year. ICCAT officials met in Fukuoka, Japan,from 20 to 23 April to discuss management strategies for tuna and other migratory species. The meeting was partly sparked by Block's preliminary data, which were presented last May in Marseilles, France.
Officials have declined to discuss the outcome of the meeting. But ICCAT's chairman, Masanori Miyahara, cautions that the tagging data should be combined with studies of bluefin ovaries to pin down precisely when and where the fish are spawning. Tabletop fusion has been a touchy subject since Stanley Pons and Martin Fleischmann said in 1989 that they had achieved 'cold fusion' at room temperature. Putterman helped to discredit this claim, as well as more recent reports of 'bubble fusion'. Now Putterman, a physicist at the University of California, Los Angeles, has turned a tiny crystal into a particle accelerator. When its electric field is focused by a tungsten needle, it fires deuterium ions into a target so fast that the colliding nuclei fuse to create a stream of neutrons.
Putterman is not claiming to have created a source of virtually unlimited energy, because the reaction isn't selfsustaining. But until now, achieving any kind of fusion in the lab has required bulky accelerators with large electricity supplies. Replacing that with a small crystal is revolutionary. "The amazing thing is that the crystal can be used as an accelerator without plugging it in to a power station," says Putterman.
Putterman got the idea when he delivered a lecture on sonoluminescence and energy focusing at the Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta. Physicist Ahmet Erbil suggested that Putterman should instead consider ferroelectricity. "Here's someone telling me in front of 100 people that I'm working on the wrong thing," recalls Putterman. But the comment got him started on his fusion reactor. The result is published in this week's Nature (see page 1115).
Will he be able to avoid the controversy that has dogged other fusion claims? "My first reaction when I saw the paper was 'oh no, not another tabletop fusion paper'," says Mike Saltmarsh, an acclaimed neutron hunter who was called in to resolve the dispute over bubble fusion. "But they've built a neat little accelerator. I'm pretty sure no one has been able to generate neutrons in this way before." Putterman himself isn't worried. "If people think this is a crackpot paper that's just fine," he says. "We're right. Any scientist who says this is too wonderful to believe is welcome to reproduce the experiments." ■ Physicists look to crystal device for future of fusion when he cleans them for market.
Barbara Block of Stanford University, California, and her colleagues have provided the best data so far on the potential impact of the fishery here. They will continue to monitor the fish they have tagged, and as the spawning season begins off Louisiana, researchers around the Atlantic will be watching with more interest than ever. Peaceful Lady, and vessels like her, may find that new political forces buffet future trips to sea.
